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EXPCSURE OF PA!KELS FOR

DECONTAMINATION AMD HEAT SFE3SITIVITY STUDIES

I ABSTRACT

Selected metallic and non-metallic surfaces wer- exposed to

the effects of an atomic explosion. A report is made of alpha arn beta-

gazma contaminati n. Also included are the results of a microscopic and

visual ex=ination of the surfaces.

A report of thermal radiation studies of these materials will

be forthcoming at a future date.

II OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this project was to expose sample of various

materials to the ex los on of atomic bombs so that these materials could

be analyzed for surface effects and the function of distance on these

effects. In addition, s5nce a variety of surfac s was subjected to

identical contaminating media it is possible to measure the relitive re-

sistance to contamination nd the reLitive ease of decontam.iation.

These tests will providu standards for laboratory develormen- of simulated

standards.

III HISTORICAL

At the CROSSROADS Operation, plans were made to measure the
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effect of radiant energy on a variety of substances. Attempts were made

to measure the optical spectrum produced iduring the bomb explosion;

however, only very sketchy results were obtained. The thermal radiation

effect on the target ships was manifested by a charring of the exposed

paint surfaces. Some fires were started but these were generally among

test materials loaded aboard the ships, but not in the ship materials

themselves. Some of the uncontaminated test panels were forwarded to the

Naval Materials Ted~ing laboratory at the New York Naval Shipyard, where

a fairly successful method was evolved for duplicating the effect of

radiation with the spectrum enitted by the carbon arc. The complete

success of this method will permit laboratory evaluation of the effects

of radiation as part of the routine testing of materials.

After Test Baker at Operation CROSSROADS, it was found that all

expcsed surfaces of the target vessels were heavily radioactive. This was

the introduction of the Navy to the phenamena of radioactive contamination

following an atomic bomb detonation. This proved to be the most important

effect of the borib when detonated under the conditions of that type of teat.

The non-target vessels which were preien'. in the Bikini lagoon after the

Baker test picked up radioactive materials on all parts of the ship which

were exposed to salt water. This forced the Department of the Navy to -ander-

take a large decontamination program without having any previous knowlodge

of the tolerances, procedures, or processes involved. A long term project

for the accomplishment of this program has been established at the Naval

Radiological Defense Laboratory at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard.

The program of the laboratory is being directed toward finding the

most suitable protective coatings for naval materials afloat and ashore;
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these coatings to have a maximum degree of resistance to contamination

aand to be easily decontaminated. This project is of interest to the Bureaus

of Yards and Docks ard Aeronautics and to the Corps of Fngineers. The first

project proposed by the Bureau of Ships for Operation SAIMSTONE was designed

to assist in decontamination studies. However, under the conditions of the

test, no considerable or important contamination was expected. Had there

been an unanticipated performance that produced a greater degree of con-

tamination, this project would have proved more valuable. Otherwise, the

surface effects of the thermal radiation produced the only significant data.

SlIV EXPERfMENTAL

A. MATERIAIS AND EQUIRM1T

Approximately forty organic protective coatings and twenty metallic

surfaces on approxlmate:14 3 by 5 inch panels were set out at 750, 1O00, 1250,

1400, and 28OO yards from the zero point. For Test X-ray two sets were moiunt-

ed at the 1000 and 1400 yard points. Six sets were placed out for Test Yoke;

two at 750 yirds, two at 1000 yards, and one each at 1250 and l800 yards. The

materials were applied to the test panels in a manner simulating production

methods. The individual samples were mounted by bolting to an angle iron frame

erected at 30 degrees to the vertical at each of the above stations. One each

of the materials shown in Table I was mounted in each set of panels.

The frame used for mounting the specimens consisted of a steel frame

rack made up of 2 x 2 x 1/4 inch anple iron legs with 1 x 1 x /4 inch angle

iron cross members. The cross members were drilled for screw mounting of the

teat panels. In order to provide additional support and to allow tho specimens

to be placed normal to the line to the point of detonation, additional angle
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iron supports were bolted to the legs and were adjustable to the desired

argle for the rack of 30 degrees to the vertical. The various sections of

the assembly were bolted together with J/2 inch steel bolts and the speci-

men placques were 2 3/4 x 4 3/4 x 2/8 inch. B&cept for the metals, all

i specimens were supported in a 5 x 3 x V4 inch mounting plate. The steel

*: mounting plate was secured to the angle iron cross members by 3/16 inch

bolts through the four corners of the plate. The frame and layout of speci-

mens are shown in Figure 1.

The angle iron legs and backkng-up supports were driven into the

coral to a depth of about 18 inches. This, permitted a distance of approxi-

mately two feet between the grourii a4i the lowest specimens. The specimens

were mounted and the frames driven into the coral teu days prior to X-ray and

Yoke days. Specimens were recovered on the day following wh test.

B. CALIBRATION

Calibration of the surfaces is being accoplished after the test,

and will consist of duplicating the damage by exposure to a. carbon arc suit-!
ably timed and filtered to produce effeots that Pre visually and micro-

scopically simi lar.

V REULTS--AID CONCLUSIONS

The visual inspection and radiological survey given in Enclosure A

"" indicate that the degree of contamination on the samples was small. It is

Sconsidered that this condition can be attributed to the up-wind locations for

- the test installations and the fact that they were not in an area where a

major faLl-out occurred. Subsequet to X-ray and Yoke days, however, when

minor falL-out did occur in these areas, slight amounta of contamination were
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observed. Cont-a.imiation present i.rs not in n.y case above that which

can be attrLbuted to d , sligýht fall-out or physial retention of

particles with induced activity.

1he viol-,-i inspection of the samples revealed considerable
damge caused by blast, heat, flying sand and missiles. It should be noted

that combustion of the various samples was evident only 2n the incipient

staýps and tnat tho3e m:a-terials w•hich had been expected to suffer heavily

from this type of destruction were not so affected. It is possible that the

sand blast occurringr imnediately after the detonation put out fires before

the samples were consumalo

The inforration contained in Eclosure A is considered sufficient

to complete the phase of study concerned with the radiological survey and

visual inspection. Consequently, an evaluation of the thersal radiat on

effects has been initiated. In this phase of the study, the individual

contributions of the blast effects and heat effects will be examined and

the cause of such conditions as the loss of transparency, pitting, charring,

etc. will be sought. The results of this study will be reported at a later

date*

In the planimn for future tests, it will be desirable to continue

(rt:na tions of the effects of the boib detoeation on various r, terials.

These should be naterials for whach promise of widespread use is indicated
Sfrom laboratory firxlimo, In the planning of future test, co-wsideration

oJhould be !:iven to an installation of s3aples on a raft or float so as to

elominnate t:ie sand blast effect.
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TA3LE I

Materials Used in Test Panels and their Location on the Angle Iron

Frame as Shwnm in Figure 1

5Frame Frame
"Location Locaticm

Material Number Material Number

Phenol- formal4ehyde 1 Aspba1t 20

I Urea-formaldevyde 2 Paraffin 21

Aniline-formaldclyde 3 BurA-S-Rubber. G-S 22

Phenolo-furfural 4 Natural R'nbber, Hevea 22A

Allyl Resins 5 Th-N-Rubbe Per Bunan 23

. AiId Resins 6 Chlorinated Rubber, CB.4L 24
Neoprene

Melamine Resins 7 PoPysulfide Rubber,, IP.3 25

Acrylic Resins 8 Folysulfide Rubber, LP-2A 25A

Vinyl Resins 9 Butyl Rubber, (G-I 26

Styrene Resins 10 Ceramics, Barium (Mcde 27

. Cellulwe Esters 11 Ceramics, Low Lead 27A

*,GfCellose Ethers 22 Silicones 28

Fluorinated Hydrocarbons .3 Glass 29

"Casein Resins 14 Mica Natural 30

Furane Reains 15 Mica Pasted 30A

Polyethylene Resins 16 Aluairnrum 31

Polramiide Resins 17 Tin 32

Conarone-indene Resins 18 Cadmium 33

"" Po:.terpene Hydrocarbo. 19 Copper 34

-6"
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TABLE I (Contimnv.d)

Frame Frame
Location Location

Material Number Material number

Magiesium 35 Inconel 43

Lead 36 Brass 44

Nickel 37 Bronze 45

Zinc 38 Alnico 46

Chrcmiun 39 Durfron 47

Low Carbon Steel 40 Beryllium Copper 48 *.

Stainless Steel (18-8) 41 Beryllium Alunirmm 49

Monel 42 Tin-lead Solder (50-50) 50

Lithium Alloys 51
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Installation for measurement of radiant heat and dogre* of contantuation
for selected ma~terials.

figure I



FIGJRE 2 (GWP-l0l-533-2)
arrangement of test saxapipes (before, test)

4NOW

FIGtJ1E 3 (RYS..2869-Cf.1949)
arrangement of teat sample (after teat)

NOTE -FiruresZ and 3 shown representative test installations prior 'rxid sub-I
sequent to a detonation* It should be noe, ho-wever, that figures 2 and3 are nit the same install.,tiong so that the individual panels cannot be
c ompa.red.
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Abstract -

The results of physical observations made by the
•ssay Group on several series of samples submitted
br Lt. Vicars are presented.

Included are meastureents of alpha and beta-garma
contum.ination, and reports of the microscopic and
visul e~mnination of approximately two hundred
and fifty samples. The information is arranged
syrsteaw-tically.

A complete study of the materials is contemplated
for a later date.

'2q
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INTRODUCTION

Six series of samples of materials of interest to the NaWy
and the other armed forces were submitted to this laboratory for
examination. This prelimnina-ry report lists the results of some physical
tests and examinations performed. Later this information will be
supplemented by the results of a more complete study of some or all of
the samples.

P: The large nunber of samples suggested the use of
an"assemb ly-line" technique. Samples were routed to definite "stations"
in the laboratory where the individual tests were performed. These
were:

1. Beta-gaoma survey. An Eck and Krebs CU tube was used which
was mounted in a probe securely clamped at a distance of one-half inch
from the sample.' The wall thickness of the tube corresponded to 4'

approximately 30 -A/m2 and the area exposed was 2-1/8 by 1i-1/4 inches.
A Berkeley Scientific Co. Decimal Scaler,, Model i00., was used. Each
count was preceded by a background count and folloi:ed by a standard
count to "normalize" the instrument. The standard used was a gamma
ematter, Co 60, and its use demonstrated the fact that, at hig-her count-
ing rates, variations due to the tube and electronic equipment viere
within 2%.

2. Alpha surva. Two devices were used, a Victoreen Model SIC-
2A USSR726 for one half of the sample, and a battery operated DC "Poppy"
for the other half. Both instrumets appear to have a maxim=m sensitivity
enabling, them to detect 5 x 10" microgram of plutonium per square inch.

3, Licroscopic examination. This was conducted with a Bausch and
Laab binocular microscope with a fOX wide focus eyepiece and a 2X
objective. The lighting was sharply oblique. The following data were
s ouJ it:

a. extent, degree and depth of pitting, searing, scoring,
gouging and granulation

b. the amount and appearance of scale
c. comparison with a sample of the original material not

su•Jected to excposure
d. foreign material with conjecture as to its nature (sand,

marine growth, salt, carbonaceous material, rust, etcr)

-3-
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4o Visual ex-mnination, Each sampl s e xam=ined b., two Y
independent observers whose observations are combined in tables.
Tha follaij. data were sought.

a, Ccmparison with untreated sample with respect to
color, transparency, etc. 1

b. Area of charring or sca!ina; distribution of foreign
matter

c. Corrosion and other changes on the back of sample
d. Chipping or fracture; area of pitting
e. iJaoping, oxidation
f. tiscellaneous effects

The data so obtained are presented in the form of tables:

TABLE I. Tabulation and description of samples received. In
some cases, two samples of the same material were found
to be racked in one box. In these cases, one of the
samples was given its proper number and the other was
given the same number primed. For example, if two
s3mples of material number 45 were found in box A, the
first was assigned the number 45A, the second 45'A.

Pages 6 & 7

TABLE II. Observations, Lsted in order are the beta-gamma count
(B-G), the alpha count (A) ("A-zerc" indicates back-
ground), and the results of the microscopic and visual
examinations. The counts reported are net counts per
minute (observed count less background). For B-G, the
reported value was obtained by averaging the counts
from four separated areas of each sample. Alpha counts
were measured over the whole area of the sample.
Adjectives used in describing the physical state of the
sample were chosen according, to the definitions in
'debst-rIs Intercollegiate Dictionary. Same terms of
looser meaning were defined empirically as follows:

Slight Less than 10%
Minor 1O-30%

Moderate 30-60o
EXtensive 60-85%
bccessive or Extrane 85-l10%

Page 8

.4
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NOTE: Samples to which Ramr. numerals have been assigned were not
positively identifiabl-!. They are listed in Ahat is believed
to be the proper classification as deduced from comparison
with the set of original samples.
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TABLE I.

List of Sa,,ples

SA2PLE I.O. MATERIAL

1 phenol formaldehyde
2 urea formaldeý.yde
3 aniline formaldehyde
5 allyl resin
7 melamine resin
8 acrylic resin (lucite HC 201 H-3)
9 vinyl resin (Vinylite VS 131D K-3)

10 styrene resin (polystyrere J-7, mfgd. by Acadia Synthetic
Products)

11 cdllulose ester (Utmuarith 11513 L-12)
12 cellulose ether (Ethocel (ethyl cellulose) La-12)
13 fluorinated hydrocarbon (Teflon N-6)
14 casein resin
17 pol)yaide resin (N'y1on 10001 S-3)
22 Buna S rubber (M-S)
22A natural rubber (Hevea)
23 Buna N rubber (Per Bunan)
24 chlorinated rubber ("-(M Neoprene)
25 polysulfide rubber LP-3)
25A polysulfide rubber (LP-2A)
26
27 ceramics, barium czide
27A ceramics, lci lead
28 silicone
29 glass
30 natural mica (Z-11)
30A pasted mica (ZZ-9)
31 alwmninu
32 tin
33 cadnium
34 copper
35 magnesium
36 lead
37 nickel
38 zinc
39 chrcmium plated low carbon steel
40 low carbon steel

"-6-
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SAMPLE NO°. ATMIAL

41 stainless steel (18-8)
4+2 monel
43 inconel
44 brass
45 bronze
46 aluninum-nickel alloy
47 Duriron
48 beryllium copper
49 K Lionel
50 tin-lead solder (50-50)
51 lithiun alloy (11% Li-&g Alloy)

I

-7-
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TA7LZ II

3a.:.ple ;.o,

1 A. B-G 21, A-zero; ccmplete 1-ss of transparency; overall pitting;
extensive charring; traces of white salt.

1 B. 9-CG 10J A-zero; opaque at edges; extensive carrhug; minor
pitting; traces of white salt.

1 C. B-G 7, A-zero; complete loss of transparency; extensive pitting
and ciarring; moderate warping; small quantity of uhite salt.

1 D. B-G 17, A-zero; complete loss of transparency; excessive warping;
extensive charring.

1 E. B-G 17, A-zero; transparency partly lost; surface melted, stiff
and brittle; extensive charring; slight warping.

1 F. B-G 13, A-zero; transparency retained; one corner charred; moderate
pitting; large number of black specks on surface; moderate amount
of white salt.

2 A. B-G 4.5, A-zero; original surface changed; pinkish hue; minor rust
and scaling; minor deep pitting; trace of white salt.

2 B. B-G 43, A-zero; surface roughened; uneven charring; two deep pits;
slight warpirg; trace of white salt,

2 D. B-G zero; A-zero; stiff; scattered sand; uneven charring; flecks
of white salt.

2 E. B-G 5, A-zero; pink color; moderate pitting; slight warping and
charring; large number of white salt specks.

2 F. B-G 22, A-zero; smoothness and luster gone; moderate pitting;
slight warpinZ; thin layer of surface charred.

2'D. L-G 14, A-zero; surface rough; extensive charring, pitting and
meltirWg; corniition poor; moderato white salt.

3 A. LL-G zero, A-zero; siuuface rough and charred; wlLiue salts and rust
on back of mount.

3 B. B-G 5, A-zero; irrefular deep pitting, and deep charring; small
specks white salt.

3 D. B-G zero, A-zero; reddish brcwn color; surfacA r-ugh and channeled;
excessive pitting; sample broken into two parts.

8



3 E. 1 16, A-zero; brown charred chanrneled surface; slightly
warped; condition very psor; trace of whLte salt; in two
ppieces.

3 r. B-G 26, A-zero; smoothness and luster gone; cormplete
charring; cond tion very poor.

III A. B-G 69, A-zero; color dull; extensive and uneven zorrosion;
moderate pitting and warping; trace of white salt.

5 A. B-G zaro, A-zero; surface pitted and warped; specks of white
salt; rust on back of mount.

5 B. B-G 3, A-zero; extensive pitting and charring; diminishedI transparency; one corner fractured; trace of white salt.

5 C. B-(z 37, A-zero; extensive pitting; fissure dorn center of
plate; condition poor.

5 D, B-G 24, A-zero; transparency retained in spite of extreme
pitting; slight warp; trace of white salt.

5 E. B-G 33, A-zero; very extensive pitting; decreased trans-
parency; moderate warping; condition fair.

5 F. B-G 25, A-zero; no noticeable effect other than minor
pitting; good condition; trace of white salt.

7 A. B--G 1, A-zero; tarnished and pitted; carbonaceous material
at edges; warped and stiff,

7 B. D-G zero, A-zero; minor pitting; one end charred.

7 C. B-G 6, A-zero; surface charred; extensive pitting; warped;
complete loss of flexibility.

7 D. B-G 6, A-zero; complete loss of transparency; moderate

charring; extr'nsive pitting; slight warp.

7 E. B-0 14, A-zero; extensive pitting; fracture; slight warp.

7 i. B-G 24, A-zero; no effect other than minor pitting.

8 A. B-G 10, A-zero; transparency partly lost; pitting; moderate.
charring; warp; extensive deposits of white salt.

8 B. B-G zero, A-zero; transparenc.- decreased by pitting and
charring; trace of white salt.

8 D. B-G 23, A-zerc; completo loss of transparency; rough surface;
moderate charring; tracc %hite salt; fair condition.

-9-
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e E. B-G 15, A-zero, transparency decreased; moderate charring
znd pitting; sample stiff and warped; flecks of d .ite salt.

8 F. B-G 27, A-zero, moderately pitted; condition good.

8WDo B-G 22, A-zero; surface excessively pitted; transparency
lost; streaks of dirt on surface; trace of white salt.

VIII A. B-G 67, A-zero; surface pitted, lusterless; ea.trene rust on
back; white salts and carbonaceous material.

9 A. B-G 14, A-zero; transparency lost; extensive pitting, charring
and warping; back rusted; speckled with large amount of salt.

9 B. B-G U, A-zero; transparency lost; extensive pitting and
charring; slight ivaxp; entire surface blistered; matterial
melted. C-

9 C. B-G 65, A-zero; surface charred and blistered; transparency
destroyed; sand on surface, condition very poor.

9 D. B-G 22, A-zero; fractured; pieces pitted and marped; trans-
parency lost; trace of salt.

9 E. B-G 35, A-zero; extensive melting and charring causing braz-
ing and channeling; transparency lost; covered with specks
of salt.

9 F. B-G 25, A-zero; transparency partly lost by charring and
moderate pitting.

iX D. B-G 34, A-zero; chipped, scarred and fractured; brown smudges;
trace of white salt; yellow scale; condition poor.

10 A. B-G 10, A-zero; transparency lost; charred; warped; imbedded
sand.

10 B. B-G 30, A-zero; decrease in transparency; edges charred;
moderate pitting; trace of salt.

10 D. B-G 35, A-zero; all transparency lost; moderate warping;
extensive pitting; layer of sand imbedded in surface.

10 E. B-G 26, A-zero; transparency lost; moderate charring and
pitting; sample brittle and warped.

10 F. B-G 14, A-zero; moderate pitting.

lOtD. B-G zero, A-zero; transparency lost, extensive pitting and
deep charring; sample stiff; heavy white salt deposit.

-10-



U2 A. B-G 4, A-zero; transparency lost; bubbles on surface;
moderate warping.

U B. B-G 2, A-zero; pitted; moderately charred; excessively
warped; blistered.

Ul C. B-G 23, A-zero; transparency lost; blistered; vrarped; heavy
salt deposit.

U D. B-G 8, A-zero; extensive pitting; transparency lost;
blistered.

U1 E. B-G 42, A-zero; transparency partly lost; pitting; blistered;

covered with specks of salt and sand.

U1 F. B-G 11, A-zero; moderate pitting; condition fair.

12 A. B-G zero, A-zero; extensive pitting and charring; extonsive
deposits of salt and sand; complete phiysical change.

12 B. B-G zero, A-zero; pitted; surface covered with sand.

12 C. B-G 31, A-zero; fused and charred; pitted; poor condition.

12 E. B-G 38, A-zero; fused; deep pitting; large salt particles;

condition poor.

12 F. B-G 41, A-zero; charred; fused, covered -vith salt and sand.

33 A. B-G 3D, A-zero; extensively pitted; a. ight warp; luster and
smoothness lost; minor black scale.

33 B. B-G 7, A-zero; moderately pitted; charred; warped.

23 C. B-G zero, A-zero; lost of finish; extensive pitting and
charring; warped.

13 D. B-G 27, A-zero; extensive pitting and charring; warped.

23 E. B-G 12, A-zero; extensive pitting and charring; warped.

33 F. B-G 36, A-zero; surface discolored; moderate pitting, warp-
ing and charring; thin layer of carbonaceous material.

34 A. B-G 33, A-zero; discolored; moderate pitting., warping and
charring; brittle; salt flakes.

34 B. B-G 4, A-zero; coarse and grainy; warped; brittle; small

blister; thin layer of carbonaceous material.
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14 C0 3-G 78, A-zcro; rough brown surface; expanded: r:ioderate
pitting, wrarping and charring; condition very poor.

14 E. B-G 22, A-zero; yellow-brmon color, rough surface; shallow v
pits; wrarping and charring.

24 F. B-G 27, A-zero; black -olor; slight pitting; moderate warp;
brittle.

17 A. B-G 9, A-zero; gray colcr white scales; excessive pitting;
small blisters; partially fused,

17 B. B-G 4, A-zero; coarse texture; dull color; moderate shallow
pitting; edges warped; carbon and salt particles present0

17 C. B-G 53, A-zero; dull gray color; black scale; extenciveoy
pitted; deformed; covered with large w'hite crystals.

17 D. B-G 64, A-zero; excessively pitted and charred; moderate
varp; heavy carbon scale; some white salt.

17 E. B-G 48, A-zero; rough surface; dull color; moderate shallow
pitting; deformed; white and black specks.

17 F. B-G 29, A-zero; gloss retained; moderate pitting and warp-
ing; salt specks; condition fair.

22 A. B-G 46, A-zero; elasticity retained; some pitting; white
salt deposits.

22 B. B-G zero, A-zero; coarse surface; charred; deformed; w•hite
salt; elasticity retained.

22 D, B-G 5, A-zero; rough; charred and deformed; pitted; white-
brown occlusions.

22 E. B-G 50, A 7; rough• clhrred; shallow pits; brown and whbite
specks.

22 F. B-G 2J4, A-zero; granular surface; charred; slightly warped;
shallow pits; moderate foreign matter,

22(A)Ao B-G 3, A-zero; rough; charred and warped; fine pits; whiLe

salt.

22(A)B. B-G 16, A-zero; very rough; fused; heavy deposit white salt.

22(A)Co B-G 40., A-zero; surface fused; pitting and charring; said
in surface.

-12-
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22(A)D. B-G 31, A-zero; rough; charred; crystals, sand, salt attached.

22(A)E. B-G 31, A-zero; rough charred; fused; black scale,

22(A)F. B-G 42, A-zero; rough; moderate pitting; salt specks.

23 B. B-G zero, Azero; rough; charred; some salt.

23 D. B-G 18, A-zero; charred; elasticity retained,

23 E, B-G 19, A-zero; charred; elasticity retained; warped; shallow
pits; white specks.

23 F. B-G 24, A-zero; charred; slight warping; carbonaceous scale.

23 'D. B-G 5, A-zero; rough; slight warp; heavy black scale; overall
white salt deposit.

24 A. B-G zero, A-zero; gray color; overall pitting; extensive
charring and warping; small salt specks.

24 B, B-G 5, A-zero; dull color; granular; charred; warped.

24 C. B-G 17, A-zero, very rough; luster lost. extensive charring;
slight warp; salt specks.

24 E. B-G 26, A-zero; rough, charred; slight warp.- fine saý.t and
dust specks.

24 F, B-G 30, A-zero, rough; minor charring; wide shallos, pits"
slight warp,

25 D. B-G 23, A-zero; rough; extensive pitting and scarrin~j ext.on-
sive warp; sand a•d salt,

25 E. B-G 12, A-zero; rough; charred; warped; sand.

25 F. B-G 31, A-zero; rough; slight scarring; warp; white salt.

25'D. B-G U1, A-zero; rough; minor charring and warping; heavy I
residue of white salt.

25(A)A. B-G zero, A-zero; surface ruptured in spots; very rough;
slight pitting; salts present; elasticity retained.

25(A)B. B-G 3.0, A-zero; rough; slight carbonaceous film; warped;
fibers project from face.

25(A)D. B-G 36, A-zero; torn; overall pitting; granular; black scaly
char; moderate warp. .
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25(A)E. B-G 43, A-zero; rough; slight salt deposit; charred; sLight
ararp; elasticity retained.

25(A)F. B-G 32, A-zero; charred; moderate pitting; fused; scale,
salt and sand present.

25' (A)D. B-G 38, A-zero; rough; charred; slight warp; minor deep
pits; elasticity retained.

26 A. B-G 22, A-zero; rough; discolored; slight warp; white salt
specks imbedded in surface.

26 B. B-G 19, A-zero; dull surface; fused; large amount foreign
matter.

26 C. B-G 33, A-zero; rough; fused; charred; pitted; salt and .
carbon,

26 D. B-G 25, A-zero; rough; extreme charring; pitted; white and
brown specks,,

26 E. B-G 19, A-zero; charred; fused; moderate pitting. I
27 B. B-G 18, A-zero; rough; discolored; minor pitting; moderate

charring.

27 C. B-G 167, A-zero; rough; chipped; pitted; small blisters.

27 D. B-G 338, A-zero; gray color; moderate large pits; trarsverse
fissures; chipped; small blister; specks of salt.

27 E. B-G 41, A-zero; dull color; chipped; eoctreme pitting; brolni
specks.

27 F. B.r 21, A-zero; slight blisters and pits; black and white
deposits.

27(A)B. B-G 1, A-zero; luster dulled; moderate pitting; scarring
and chipping.

27(A)C. B-G 12, A-zero; gray color; rough surface; extensive pitting;
small blisters; chipped; fissured; specks of foreign matter.

27(A)D. B-G 3138, A 7; pitted; blisters c~lstered around pits;
chipped; spots of green salts.

27(A)E. B-G 59, A-zero; luster lost; extensive deep pits; edges
charred; flecks of white and black particles.

27(A)F. B-G 19, A-zero; dull; moderate pitting and blister.a; sc(
carbonaceous deposit.
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28 A. B.-G 15, A-zero; discolored; ftsed; coarse; minor charring
abd pitting; slight warp. M

28 B. B-G zero, A-zero; discolored; rough; warped; white salt and
carbcnaceous deposit.

28 D, B-G 17, A-zero; rough; gray; extensive pitting; pebbles and
carbonaceous material.

28 3. B-Q 42., A?; luster lost; charred; moderate fine pitting;
cracks; warped.

28 F. B-G 19, A-zero; gray; slight pitting; slight warp; patchesP.1
of black scale.

29 A. B-G 41, A-zero; slight etch; white salt; some small pits.

29 B. B-G 18, A-zero; slight etch and stain; white specks.

29 C. B-G 23, A-zero; minor scratches; thin film carbonaceous
material; some white specks.

29 D. B-G 12, A-zero; few scratches; moderate white salt; excellent

condition.

29 E. B-G 4, A-zero; slight pitting; white and yellow salt.

29 F. B-G 7, A-zero; slightly chipped; black and white specks.

30 A. B--G 25, A-zero; extensively shattered; flaky and oloudy;
brown and white specks.

30 B. B-0 50, A-zero; part of mica gone; small scratches; white
salt* .,

30 D. B-G 6+, A-zero; extensive scale; moderate loss of material;
long fissures.

30 E. B-G 58, A-zero; moderate lose of material; white and black
specks.

30 F. B-G 64, A-zero; minor separation of laminations. '

30(A)A. B-G zero, A-sero; shattered; partial loss of sample.

30(A)B. B-G zero, A-sero; extensive destruction of surface; weri
corner charred; opq..

30(A)C. B-0 69, A-seroj moderate destruction of ia1dnal moderate
charring; hevy depouit of white salt.
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30(A)D. B-G 34, A-zero; three-fourths of sample missing; heavily
flaked; i.xderate amount of carbonaceous matter.

30(A)E. B-G 18, A-zeroi half of sample missing; moderately flaked;
discolored; slight salt deposit.

30(A)F. B-G 68, A-zero; laminations torn and separated; charred in
one corner; covered by white salt.

31 A. B-G 1, A-zero; moderate scale; pitted; coarsened crystal
structure; extensive coverage by white salt; backing plate
rusted.

31 B. B-G 39, A-zero; extensive deep pitting; extensive coverage
by white salt; spots of fused brown material.

31 C. B-G zero, A-zero; extensive pitting; plate warped and rusted
on edges; extengive coverage by white salt.

31 D. B-G zero; A-zero; evenly pitted; overall white salt.specks.

31 E. B-G 38, A-zero; extensive pitting and scaling; extensive
coverage by white salt.

31 F. B-G 24, A-zero; moderate pitting and corrosion; slight
amount of white salt deposited.

32 A. B-G 39, A-zero; deeply scarred , 2nd pitted; corners bent;
specks of white salt.

32 B. B-G 3, A-zero; moderate pittzig, center extensively corroded.

32 C. B-G 30, A-zero; extensive --arping and deep pitting; lissures. I
32 D. B-G 28, A-zero; extensive pitting; warped.

32 E. B-G 65, A-15; moderate pitting: thick yellow-white scale;
white salt specki.

32 F. B-G 10, A-15; shallow pitting; one edge blackened.

33 A. B-G 12, A-zero; extensive pitting and scarring; gray scales;
white salt specks; rusted backing plate. -

33 B. B-G 42, A-zero; deeply pitted; gray-black scales; 3light
deposits of white salt; backing plate pitted and corroded.

33 C. B-G 21, A-zero; extensive pitting; gray-black scales;
slight deposit of white salts.
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33 D. B-G 31, A-zero; extensive pitting and corrosion; sli,:ht
deposit of whitq salt.

33 E. B-G 34, A-zero; extensive pitting and scarring; thin gray
scales; extensive coverage by wihite salt; backing plat
rusted.

33 F. B-G 19, A-zero; moderate pitting; blackened surface; whit
salt specks.

34 A. B-G zero; A-zero; extensive pitting and corrosion; pink
color; copper salts present; back extensively corroded.

34 B. B-G 15, A-zero; rminor pitting; purple color; ek.tensive
coverage by green-white salts; back extensively corroded,,

34 C. B-G 12, A-zero; extensive pitting and corrosionj black
spots t vith specks of green-white salts; warped; back
extensively corroded.

34 D. B-G 8, A-zero; extreme roughening; moderate pitting; purple
colcr; copper salts uniformly distributed; red and black
scales; back extensively corroded.

34 E. B-G 3, A-zero; extensive pitting and rougheninx; purple
color; red scales; moderate coverage by green-white salts.

34,-F. B-G 22, AP-15; minor pitting and roughening; purple color;
moderate coverage by copper salts; back excesswvely scratched.

35 A. B-G 11, A-zero; extensive pitting; specks of ,hi. ,e salt.

35 B. B-G 60, A-zero; minor pitting and corrosion; extensive cover-
age by white zalts.

35 C. B-G 6, A-zero; extensive deep pitting; slightly warped;
slight white salt deposits; back moderately pitted.

35 D. B-G zero; A-zero; moderately pitted; extensive coverage bywhite salt. -

35 E. B-G 25, A-.ero; moderately pitted; slight deposits of white
salts and black specks.

35 F. B-G 33, A-zero; extensive roughening; minor deposits of
granular scales and white salts. '

36 A. B-G I0, A-zero; extensive pitting and roughening; warped;
slight iiite salt deposits; minor corrosion of back,
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36 t. B-C0 12, A-zero; extensive deep pitting; gray-black color;
extensively warped; slight deposits of vhite salts; back
moderatevly corroded.

36 C. B-G 4, A-zero; extensive pitting and corrosion:; brittle;
extensively warpt4; minor deposits of white salts.-

36 D, B-G 14, A-zero; extensively pitted and warped; both sides
moderately corroded; minor white salt deposits.

36 E. B-G 24, A-zero; moderately pitted and scratched; thin black
scale; slight white salt deposit; back moderately corroded.

36 F. B-G 39, A-zero; extensively pitted and scratched; gray- L4
black color; slight white salt deposits; back moderately
corroded.

37 A. B-G 13, A-zero; dull gray; moderately pitted and scarred;
trace of white salt.

37 B. B-G 20, A-zero; luster partially returned; slightly pitted
and rusted; traces of green salts.

37 C. B-G 65, A-zero; dull gray; moderately pitted; dust, salt iA
specks and a layer of carbonaceous material on surface;
back rusted.

37 D. B-G 51, A-zero; dull gray; moderate pitting; crust of white
salts; back rusted4

37 E. B-G 28, A-zero; dull gray; extreme pitting; moderate deposits
of green and white salts; half of back corroded.

37 F. B-G 2, A-zero; slightly discolored; minute pits; specks of
white salt.

38 A. B-G 23, A-zero; excessive pitting; gray-white scales; alight
amount cf white salts and rust-colored particles.

38 B. B-G zero, A-zero; moderate pitting; several deeply gouged
areas; minor blackening; moderate amount of thick red-
brotin scales; extensive coverage by white salt. C

38 C. D-G 87, A-7; moderately pitted; granular; slight deposits ..

of white salts and organic matter.

38 D. B-G 12, A-zero; moderately pitted; slight white salt
deporits.

38 E. B-G 20, A-zero; moderatelyr pitted; slight deposits of black
specks and white salts,
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38 F. 3-G 32, A-zero; moderately pitted; moderate coverage by
thick white scales; slight deposit of black and white specks.

39 A. B-G 6, A-zero; gray color; plating ruptured in spots,;
extensive scoring; specks of white salt and fused brown
particles.

39 B. B-G zero; A-zero; slightly dulled and pitted; white and
brown scales; rust on edges.

39 C. B-G 5, A-zero; slight pitting; minor coverage by rust and
white salts.

39 D. B-G 35, A-zero; moderate pitting and roughening; specks of
rust and white salts,

39 E. 3-G 20, A-zero; moderate pitting; moderate coverage by rust,
fused salt, and brown particles.

39 F. B-G 32, A-zero; slight pitting; moderate coverage by rust,
and black particles.

4o A. B-G 42, A-zero; extreme corrosion; specks of white salt.

40 B. B-G zero, A-zero; extreme corrosion and pitting; specks of
white salt.

40 C. B-G 68, A-zero; extreme ccrrosion; extensive coverage by
white salt.

40 D. B-G 27, A-zero; extreme corrosion; moderate coverage by
scale and white salt.

40 E. B-G 20, A-zero; extreme corrosion; moderate coverage by
scale and white salt.

-40 F. B-G 46, A-zero; extreme corrosion; moderate coverage by
white salt.

41 A. B-G 15, A-zero; dull; minor oxidation; extensive pitting;
flecks of white salt.

41 B. B-G 9, A-zero; luster lost; slight rust; minor overall
pitting; white and browm specks.

41 C. B-G 6, A-zero; minor pitting and scoring; extensive white
salt deposits.

41 D. B-G 24, A-zero; minor corrosion and pitting; white and
brown specks-
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41 E. B-G 1, A-zero; moderate corrosion and pitting; moderatle
deposits of white and brown salts.

41 F. B-G 18, A-zero; moderate corrosion; dark stain in center;
shall=w scoring; white salt deposits.

42 A. B-G 39, A-zero; dulled; rusted; extensive mna!J pits; trace
greenish white salts.

42 B. B-G zero; A-zero; dulled; moderate ruiting; extensive small
pits; trace small green specks.

42 C. B-G 64, A-zero; slightly roughened; extensive pitting; trace
of white salt. 71

42 D. B-G 37,, A-zero; roughened; half rusted; extensive pitting;
trace of white salt.

42 E. B-G 15, A-Tero; dulled and darkened; 2/3 rusted; moderate
shallow pitting; minor deposits white and green salt.

42 F. B-G 6, A-zero; dulled; patchy gray scale; minor pitting;
.moderate deposits of white salts.

43 A. B-G 3, A-zero; luster gone; extensive pitting; rihite salts;
brown globules.

43 B. B-G zero, A-zero; slightly stained; minor shallow pitting;
trace of white salt*

43 C. 3-G 76, A-zero; dulled; moderate pitting; specks of white
salt,

43 D. B-G 70, A-zero; taceesively rough; dark brain coating;
moderate pitting; trace of white salt and of carbcnaceoue N

material.

43 E. B-G 10, A-zero; rough, moderate rusting; extensive pitting;
moderate white salt deposits.

43 F. B-G 21, A-zero; dulled; stained: slightly pitted; spotty
deposits of white salt.

44 A. B-G 19, A-zero; dull brown color; coarse L-raL- appearance.
moderate pitting; trace of white salt.

44 C, B-0 62, A-zero; dull brown; rough moderately rusted and
scaled; moderate pitting; extensive deposit of s.Livery
material ana white salt,
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4D. 'B-G 40, A-zero; dull brovm; rough surface; moderate
pitting; extensive deposit of slivery gray scales and
white specks.

44 E. B-G 112, A 15; rough surface; red discoloration; slight
pitting.

44 F. B-G 5, A-zero; dull brown; slightly roughened; minor
thin gray scale; moderately scratched; trace white salt.

"4'A. B-G 7, A-zero; extensive pitting and chipping; slight
melting; trace of white and black specks.

45 A. B-G 5, A-zero; purple tinge; slight pitting; green and

white flecks.

45 B. B-G 1, A-zero; red-purple color;; rough; corroded; pitted.

45 C. B-G U1, A-zero; purple; rough; thin red scale; minor
channeling; green-white specks,

45 D. B-G 2, A-zero; red-violet crust; minor pitting; green-
white specks.

45 E. B-G 10, A-zero; purple; patches of red scale; green and
white salt deposits.

45 F. B-G 4, A-zero; purple hue; spotty red-brown scale;
moderate green-white salt.

46 A. B-G zero, A-zero; moderate pitting; discontinuous scale;
heavy white salt deposits.

46 B. B-G 12, A-zero; coarse; corrosion stains; pitted; deeply
scared; white salt specks.

46 c. B-G 16, A-zero; pitted; fractured; scarred; large white
salt deposits.

46 D. B-G 14, A-zero; moderate corrosion and pitting; fissured;
gray scale; white salt specks.

46 E. B-G zer-, A-zero; moderate pitting and gouging; white
salt specks.

46 F. B-G 20, A-zero; moderate pitting; slight corrosion; one
corner black; heavy white salt deposit.

47 A. B-G 5, A-zero; rough; extensive scale and rust; fractured;
back corroded; white salt specks.
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47 B. B-G zero; A-zero; surface completely altered; chipped;
fractured; scale and flakes; white salt specks.

47 C. B-G 30, A-zero; thickly coated vwith rust; fractired;
cxtensive pittinr.

47 D. B-G 4, A-zero; caked with rust; fractured; moderate
pitting.

47 E. B -G 31, A 15; thick red-brown scale; very brittle;
moderate white salt.

47 F. B-G 16, A-zero; caked vwth rust; fractured; modcrate
white salt.

48 A. B-G 1, A-zero; purple hue; blue salt specks; extensive pit-
ting; slight scoring; gray scale.

48 B. B-G 2, A-zero; luster lost; coarse;slight pitting and deep
gouging; white salt specksj.

48 C. B-G 35, A-zero; extensive deep pitting; extensive white
salt deposits, fractured; moderately warped and scarred.

48 D. B-G zero, A-zero; moderate pitting with one large cavity;
fractured, with heaviest white deposit at fractures; thin
gray scale.

48 E. B-G 24, A-zero; corroded; moderate pitting and gouging;
white salt specks.

48 F. B-G 46, A-zero; moderate pitting; slight corrosion; one
corner black; moderate gouging and scarring; heavy white
salt aeposit.

49 A. B-G 24, A-zero; dull; minor scale on front, moderate rust
on back; moderate pitting; crystalline undersurface; white
salt specks.

49 B. B-G 11, A-zero; minor rust and pitting; thin gray scale.

49 C. B-G 62, A-zero, moderate corrosion; brown scale; carbonaceous
matter and salt.

49 D. B-G 68, A-zero; excessive rusting; black scale; numerous
salt specks.

49 E. B-G 6, A-zero; excessive rusting; thin black scale; green
and white specks.
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49 F. B-G 27, A-zero; moderately roughened and corroded; fine
pits; black-brown scale; white salt deposita.

50 A. B-G 15, A 15; slight corrosion; extensive pitting; edges
bent.

50 B. B-G 15, A 18; dull gray; moderate pitting and corrosion;
white salt deposits.

50 C. B-G 33, A 9; dull gray; rough; moderate corrosion;
extensive pitting; slight warp; slight carbonaceous- scale.

50 D. B-G 33, A 9; corroded; pitted; rough; warped; chipped;
minor salt deposits.

50 E. B-G 24, A 15; dull gray; one-half face corroded; moderate
pitting and gouging; rough; thin gray scale; heavy salt
depositss.

50 Fý B-G 25, A 30; dull gray; slight corrosion; extensive
pitting; salt deposits in pits.

51 B. B-G 19, 4-zero; rough; minor pitting; gray granular
surface; corroded on back.

51 C. B-G 30, A-zero; extewsive pitting on front and back;
corrosion; slight warp; black and white scale.

51 D. B-G 20, A-zero; excessive corrosion and warping; moderate
pitting; white and gray scale.

51 E. B-G 54, A-zero; gray; rough; moderate pitting; black scale;
back corroded.

51 F. B-G 25, A-zero; gray; minor pitting; white salt specks;
back corroded.

51'B. B-G U, A-zero; gray; rough; minor pitting; gray-brown
scale; white salt.
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THERMAL RWDIATICH PAPERS j
I ABSTRACT

Thermal radiation papers which had been supplied by the British

Ministry of Supply were exposed at various distances in Tests X-ray, Yoke,

and Zebra. With one exception all samples were completely burned in Test

X-ray, and this one sample at about 3500 yards corretponded to radiation

conditions producing pain an the exposed skin of human beings. In Test

Yoke, a wider range of exposures was obtained and these indicated similar

effects at approximately 1000 yards greater distance from the point of

detonation. Comparison of the energy released in Tests X-ray and Yoke

indic*t ed that the total thermal energy was approximately twice as great

in Test Yoke as in Test X-ray.

II OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this project was to measure the thermal radiation

density as a function of distance from the point of detonation. Since the

response of taese papers has bean correlated with human exposures, the re-

sults should be useful for measuring physiological effectiveness of this

type of radiation following an atomic bomb explosion. Furthermore, these

papers offer a method of calculating the fraction of the energy of the bomb,

which is released as thermal energy.

III HISTORICAL

Papers similar to those which were exposed in Operation SANDSTONE

A. ,
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were used during Operation CROSSROADS with considerable success by Dr.

William Penny, Operational Research Group, British Ministry of Supply.

Calculations based on data from the papers gar* reasonable values for

the thermal energy at the source. The complete results of the Bikini

tests with calibration data are given elsewhere (l)*.

Because of the importAnce of the thermal radiation effect in

analyzing the medical aspects of atomic bomb detonations, the Armed Forces

Special Weapons Project initiated the current project with the thermal

radiation papers. When approval was received, samples of the papers were

requested from Dr. Penny, who agreed to cooperate by supplying the paper

and carrying out new calibrations.

IV UP~ "ITAL

A. MATERIALS

Two-inch square samples of "Green" paper were fixed to plywood

squares with scotch tape and placed normal to a line to the point of de-

tonation on stakes. A small sample of the paper is enclosed in Figure 1.

The squares were located for Test X-ray at 100-yard intervals beginning

at 500 yards ad extending, where practicable, out to 4000 yards. In

addition, samples were placed at intermediate lecations on structures

erected for other purposes. In particular samples were placed where the

heat and light were being measured by other means (2). Since all the

closer samples were completely burned during Test X-ray, more distant

stations were used in Test Yoke. Unfortunately geographic difficulties

• Numbers in parentheses indicate references on page 7 of this report.
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Figure 1

Cal inirboation isOren hatensitive paper wit a woo background with

light frma 1000 matt tungsten uearcILigh( 301)Thenrobtanedat an~y point from the equation a9 z tins in cal/cm2 . TheCaliburaIterootin of ealinear*



prevented placement of samples at the proper distances during Test Zebra.

In Test Yoke a 3/4 inch hole was drilled in the plywood to study the im-

portance of air backing.

B. CALIMATION

A calibration of the papers used in these tests will be made

by Dr. Penny and forwarded as soon as available. Since the sensitivity of

týi papers is a function of the length of time over which the exposure is

given, they will be calibrated for 1 and 3 second exposure times. Addition-

al studies on these papers have also been initiated at the Material Labor-

story, Now York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, New York, where radiation sina-

lating that of the bomb in spectral distribution and duration at near and

far digtances will be used. Zosure of 0.3 and 1 to 3 scondo were

used in the calibrations already completed at this laboratory, and these j
were used for the results given in this report. Copies of such calibration

strips are shown in Figure 1.

C. WATIO-S

The plywood squares containin the heat sensitiv papers

Uwe placed in position on stakes at the distant locations two days prior

to the explosion and at the closer locations on ainus one day. This was

necessitated by the inability to visit the distant ialanda j1ust prior to

the test. Unfortunately there were frequent showers in the area, and it

me observed that the heat sensitive paper changed to a greenish color j
when subjected to moisture. The effeet ef this on the calibration is not

known, but attempts are being made to check this feature. The paper sample

A•
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were recovered on plus one day and plus two days again with the object

of keeping the period of exposure to the elements to a minimum.

V RESULTS

The results of the exposure of the heat sensitive papers to

the radiation from the bomb are summarized for Test I-ray and Yoke in

Table I. 0n4 one sample was collected following Test X-ray since the

papers at all of the closer stations were completely burned, and no

stations at more distant locations were available. In Test Yoke sample.

were recovered which ranged all the way from no effect to complete burn-

ing. The papers exposed in the T~et Yoke showed evidence of having been

affected by moisture, and the effect of this on calibration has not as

yet been determined. The air backing in the central section of the paper

had no visible effect on the heat sensitivity. No distant stations were

available for the exposure of the paper in Test Zebra, and all papers at

distances closer than 3000 yards, were completely burned.

VI DISCUSSION

In the report on the results obtained on these papers at Bikini

(see reference page 2), the results of the comparison produced on this O

paper with the effects on human subjects are outlined. These comparisons

may be suwarized as follows:

a. "A visible change of color on the painted paper corresponding

to ridiation conditions producing marked discomfort to a normally

clothed man".
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b. "A full red c*lor change corresponding approximtely to

radiation conditions producing pain on the exposed skin. More

severe conditions were not investigated with human subjects."

On the basis of theme comparisons it is possible to estimate

that condition (b) would have existed following Test L-ra at a distance

of about 3500 yards from the point of detonation. In Test Yoke this same

condition might have extended out another thousand yards. Condition (a)

would have existed at Test Yoke at a distance of 5300 yards. These values

are admittedy rough, but they may provide s*m estimate of the extent of

thermal radiation on human beings following the bomb detonation.

On the basis of measuremsnts made by these papers it is possible

to make a very roagh estimate of the total thermal energy released by the

explosion of the bomb. This may be acoamplished by omns of the fellowing

equation.

] 7- T!Q 2 /1o02 z 109

where Zt Z the thermal energy expressed as tons of TNT

Q -" the radiation density in ila/cm2 and

i t the distance in centinotore

The values of oebtained for the papers exposed in Tests X-ray,

and Yoke are included in the final column of Table I. The data are in-

sufficient and are too variable to draw azW final conclusions, but as an

approximatlen it night be said that from these results the thermal eneroy

from Test X-ray was approximtely 500 tons of TbT equivalent as cempared

with 9000 tons in Toet Yoke. Masurements made by Dr. Penny for Test Able

. ".



SECRET

at Bikini gave values of about 2000 tons. Further analysis of these data

would not appear warranted.

VII CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEATICNS

On the basis of the exposure of the thermal radiation papers

it is estimated that the thermal radiation would have produced effects

on human beings at distancs less than 3500 yards in Test X-ray and

4500 yards in Test Yoke. The total thermal energy released in Test

X-ray was about one-half that released in Test Yoke.

The thermal radiation papers exposed in the open as they were

in the SANDSTONE test are not satibfactory devices for measuring the 4

thermal radiation. The effect of moisture on these papers makes them

unsuitable fer field work unless adequate Irotection can be provided.

If precise measurements are required in the future, it is recommended

that more elaborate constructions be used for the exposure of these

papers.

VIII RUERENCES

(1) wHigh Temzperature Radiation and Heat Sensitive Papers.0

Operational Research Group Report 354 dated U July 1947.

(2) See Projects 7.1-17/RS(BS)-5 and 7.1-17/RA(3L)- 13.
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ABSTRACT I

This is a preliminary report on the work, since the

analysis of available data is not complete. A preliminary I
value of 4000 tons TNT equivalent for the average of X-ray

and Yoke total energy radiated was obtained. This number

may be in error by 5C%. The effective diameter of the ball

of fire was about 200 yards. Most theimal effects take

place within two seconds of the detonation. There is a prob-

ability that the infra-red predominates. The total energy

seems to decrease with distance according to the law

E BEo 0 ".R.

C.%
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MATER•I ALS

Materials were selected because their optical, thermal,

and mechanical properties would permit conclusions to be

drawn regarding the temperatures or exposures attained and

because of their importance in the construction of buildings

or military equipment. The classes of materials selected

were metals, textiles, wax, wood, plastics, paint, paper,,

glass and rubber.

Metals

Aluminum sheets from 0.00035 to 0.125 inches in thick-

ness, copper in 0.010 inch matt sheet, brass in 1/8 inch

strip, lead in thin foil and thick block, steel, stainless

and 1/16 inch cold-rolled, tin sheet, 0.01 inch thick, and

chromium plate on 0.01 inch corrosion resistant steel, were

used. These metals were exposed bare as well as painted;

and with and without glass and plastic filters. The melt-

ing of the metal specimen or the discoloration of a paint

put on as an absorber or indicator was observed. The ad-

vantage of metallic foil as a sensitive receiver is the low

heat capacity and relatively high mechanical strength. The

disadvantage of low emissivity is overcome by paint or In- '..

dia ink.

-4-
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Wood

Douglas fir, balsam, and Phillinnine -.iahopaiy were ex-

nosed both nainted and bare. Flywood was used as a carrier

for several kinds of paint and stain. The threshold sensi-

tivity for discoloration of bare pine wood is about 2 cal

per cm2 . Oith lacquer the sensitivity is smaller; with dark

stain a greater sensitivity is obtained. For low degrees

of charring the texture, color and depth of penetration are

of interest and variations due to grain are helpful rather

than troublesome.

Smooth, blotter, kraft and tissue paper, white, black,

green and blue were available. Specially calibrated radi-

ation receiver paners frou the National Burea'i of Standards

and the National Physical Laborntories were installed at all

stations. Black naper and colored blottine raners nre espe-

cially sensitive because of their low heat canacity and rela-

tively high absorntion. They are limited on the high exposure

.ide because of the slight marrin between charrin, and con-

flapration. They are important where the effective aperture

or focal ratio of the ball of fire is weaker than F/10 or

where strong filtering is used to examine snectral distri-

bution. Papers inside of 1000 meters were generally fil-

e otered or shielded, except where dead white or fire-resistant

-5-'



paper were used. So far no satisfactory flre-nroof naoer

has been found.

Textiles

Black and wAhite cotton sock material, white twill and

woven fabrics were used for their uniform high or low re-

flectance throughout the spectrum. wool cloth with forestry

green rayon lining, olive drab and khaki worsted, flannel

and nylon were included because of their low reflectance in

the blue and the sharp transition to high reflectance at a-

bout 6000R. Blue chambry was the only light blue reflecting

woven material available.

Plastics

The Bureau of Ships near-infra-red filter material was

used plain and mounted on glass; also plastic filters for

.separate porttons of the visible spectrum were available.

A supply of 1/16- and I/8-inch licite was used to pass the

entire visible spectrum and to cut off below 3000a and a-

bove 3 A • Cellulose acetate in thin sheets of about 0.01-

inch thickness also served this purpose where smaller heat

capacity was required especially in the case of the more

distant stations. Vinylite and phenolics were not inclided.

Glass plates for use as filters were obtained from. the

Corning Glass Company. The filters cut off various broad

- 6-



spectral regions from the receivers behind them. The spec-

trum was divided by filters into the following regions: -'

A > 20oW

A >3000

A>5O000

3000< A 4O000

3000 < A (6000

;()7000

Behind each filter was exnosed a set of receivers including i

heat sensitive papers, cloths, and metal foils.

Wax

Paraffin wax was used in the form of carbon paper: a

thin opaque coat on tissue paper.

Paint

Standard paints on plywood were set up with and with-

out filters. The colors included white, black, red, green,

clear and blue.

Rubrs

A limited number of standard Navy rubbers were obtained.

-7-
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EQUIPMET

the materials mentioned were, in general, mounted on

thermal olaques about one foot square. It was recognized

that each specimen should be in natches several inches on a

side, but the small test area available rrecluded such sizes.

rhe plaques were iade of 1 116-inch alzainu.i. On the

face was a layer of canvas on which were spread the mate- I
rials which acted as receivers. bome plates carried glass

filters held on with brass clips. Loose ends of the receiv. ,

ere projected out to give an unfiltered reading. The brass

clips we're softened with heavy rubber strips to protect the

glass and to serve as rubber receivers.

Some plates had plastic covering instead of glass.

The receivers were laid on in overlapping horizontal strips

so that about one centilieter of each was exposed to the ra-

diation. Over nart of these at right angles ran a set of

plastic filters for red, infra-red, blue, green and yellow

in the form of one centimeter etrins. These were held in

place by a cover plate of 1/16-or 1/32-inch lucite.

At the inner station, bricks of lead and zinc were set

out. Sharp corners at holes drilled on the front side were

softened to an extent determdned by the radiation received.

A ball of fire 200 meters in diameter subtends an

•.'.,. .+ +', p,. ,,,,.• +.,+,, + ',• ,<. ,,• ',•> ,,,gt',,P,+••.P • O.V ',.+,J',%' ''.• .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .,,. .., .,- ii+.,
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angle at 20C-0 meters equivalent to an aperture or focal ra-

tio f/10. This corresponds to an exposure of about 10 cal-

ories per ca2. Since many receivers show marked effects at

such energy doses, there was an opportunity to obtain do-

tail on the distribution of light over the surface of the

fireball.

An altuaLnmu plate with 1/16-inch holes in three col-

umns of eight holes each with about one inch between cen-

ters was backed with a wooden board which was perforated

over the holes. behind each hole were air spaces 1/2 and

1/4 inches deep. Behind this space was a set of receivers I
to cover all ranges of intensity and color available. Thus

there was a set of pin-holm imares formed of aperture f/4

and f/8,

%I"



V.

CALIBRAT10N

There are two main ways of evaluating the results of

the exposures. One is by measuring the thermal and optical

properties of the receiver and then computing the energy

required to produce the effects observed. The c-.her is to

compare the actual effectr with those on similar receivers

subjected to a measured exposure using an artificial source

designed to simulate the bomb buret. In general, except lit

for thin uniform metal foils, only the latter method is

practical.

In this method. light from a high-intensity cgrbon arc

collimated in a 24-inch Navy searchlight was used. The col-

limated beam waE concentrted on a sample of the material

to be calibrated by means of another 24,-inch searchlight

mirror. The sample was driven through the focus at an ac-

celerated rate so that all gradations of heating effects

occurred. The beam intensity was measured with thermo-

couples so that the . ergy input could be computed. An

iris on the searchlight could be used to reduce the energy

in the beam and a smaller rate of travel could be chosen to

c•-pensate. In this way reciprocity corrections were ob- "i'

tained. After the test, as expected, a whole series of new

calibrations were required to simulate field conditions for

-10-
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cases of interest. The calibrations obtained in advwnce

served only to indicate which materials to use and to rive

a preliminary estir.ate of the results.

.',
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COLliTIUN L;F PLAU(.& AFTER. IQU2WS

Phe thermal materials set out on ihgebi and Aonon-

Bijiiri were left covei'ed with waterproof paper until the

day before the tests. The materials were collected two or

three days after the tests. On Muzin and Kirinian and

also on Rojoa the plaques were set out uncovered two or

three days before and collected the day after the test.

Thus, the exnosed time was nearly the sae& in all cases

although weather conditions were different.

On the itlande downwind from Acoon, Bokonaarappu,

Aitsu, and iujoru the claquee were ,incovered several days

before the test. Due to inaccessibility because of con-

tamination they remained uncovered several days after the

test. The increase of weathering was not marked.

All plaques showed signs of moisture and the condition

of dryness at the monent of burst was unknown. This limits

the exactness of the data and in many cases only a lower

limit to the radiation can be obtained. The seriousness

of this limitation should be investigated by calibration

under various degrees of dampness.

The materials exposed on 4gebi were recovered to

within 1200 yards of the zero point. Some pieces closer

to the zero Point were found, but their condition was not

-12-
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sAitable for reliable ert-im-t:e.F with th- po.z.:ihll eyce-tion
.4

of leqd and zinc blocks. The !eneral conclir:' n frr• A con-

rileration of the reccverv.' wis that i. is ie;:ir-ble to re-

duce the rail area of soecinen- and to brace vith (.iagonal .4

co,npression w:_rmbers to cut down win-d effects and destrý_ction. -'

'nsual inspection of close samples indicates that hezt

effects do not become increasingly rever, at the rate ex-

pected within 15UU yards. ?resumably, this is due chiefly

to the shielding by the'cloud of dust which envelopes the

materials while the ball of fire is still radiating.

Plaques were recovered from Muzin (200 yards) and

kirinian (3500 yards) and a beginninr- has been made in e-

valuating there results. A prelininary value of 4 x 1012

calories or 4000 tons of TNI eqivalent of energy radiated

from the X-ray ho-nb was obtained. The calibrations used

were inadequate and there is an uncertainty, of about 50 ner

cent in the figures mentioned. The more distant station A

(Kirinian, 3450 yards) shows a lower radiation than would

be expected from the nearer ona (,iusin, 2000 yards) if the

inverse square law apolied. This sij;.erts -tmospheric at-

tenuation, but it couldlalso be exnlained in nart by in-

creased reflection from the broad beach on Muzin where the

plaques were installed.

The materials exposed on Aomon were recovered to within

-13-
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i0OO yards of the zero point. Two lead and zinc blocks and

two pin-hole receivers were recovered from stations at 250

and 330 yards. P.ven where energy values are unreliable it

may be possible to give an estimate of the effective size of

the ball of fire. C.*ude tentative measurements from the -'

pin-hole receivers give values of about 200 yards for the

radius. This is a strong corroboration of the suggestion

that most of the radiation comes from the later stages of

the ball of fire when it has become coUl, large, and almost

stationary in size.

The plaques on tiojoa (1800 yards) and on Rujoru (2500

yards), Aitsu (3500 yards), and Bokonaarappu (5300 yards)

would have made an excellent series except for the disturb-

ance of moisture from rain, spray or dew. In spite of this

they constitute valuable data. Some specimens would dry 'i

quickly and some, such as plastics, would be relatively in-

sensitive to moisture.

There is no justification for Dlotting all the rough

data to date as though the numbers were comnarable. How-

ever, when points are so plotted as in Figure 1, a trend

in total enerpy integrated over a sphere is fo nd. It is

as though the energy was being reduced according to an ex-

ponential function of distance with a reduction factor due

to absorption of 0.4 per mile. In combination with the

-14-
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observations on effective fireball size this sugests that a

large fraction of the energy is in the infra-red beyond

2•

A number of ilaques were set out in the Fecond test so

that a flat side was exnosed. The nlaques were mounted on

vertical iron pins so that they were free to turn in a

strong wind.

ahen recovered, all but the most distant of these

"flags" had turned. The thoLght was tc get an idea of the

time distribution of the radiation. If the side first ex-

posed was more affected by radiation, then presumably the

early phases, up to the time of arrival of the blast wave,

dominated.

This was found to be the case at distances to within

1200 yards of the zero point. The burning on the side fi-

nally turned toward the blast was very slight. Before re-

garding this evidence as conclusive it will be necessary

to consider the cooling effect of the high winds accom-

panying the blast and the tendency to blow out firer. The

dust cloud must have had an effect and above all the cloud

chamber effect reduced the effectiveness of the later stages

after the oaseage of the shock front.

The definite conclusions that burning took place with-

in two seconds of the detonation can nevertheless be drawn.

- 16 -
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cLJL•:IGN{ AND i1Jtx MaIDATI(NS

fhe mass of material available for orofitable study is

gratifyinely large. it must be treated aE a whole before

a satisfactory picture of radiant enerty effects can be

prep ented.

Th, 'unerical resiults now at hand are qualitative, but

more definite information can be obtained from the material

at hand. The information to be exTected will include a

value for the total energy radiated from the bombs X-ray

and Yoke; the effective size of the ball of fire; the ef-

fective duration of the radiation; the absorption of r'a-

diation in thicknesses of several miles of hiunid atmos-

phere; the qialitative integrated snectral co-iposition of

the radiation; the reaction of numerous important materials

to the radiant energy as a function of distance from a bomb

burst, at low elevation, on dusty terrain, surrounded by

tropical water.

A preliminary value for the total energy radiated from

the bombs on X-ray and Yoke is given as 4 x l012 calories.

This is equivalent to about 4000 tons of TNT. The error

in this determination may be as high as 50 percent. Read-

ings from both bombs were averaged. The, data so far are

not sufficient to differentiate between the two bombs. The

effective diameter of the ball of fire is about 200 yards.
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